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	Our WorkMBARI creates and globally scales the visionary technologies required to explore, map, and understand our changing ocean.
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	EducationResources for educators, students, and anyone aspiring to learn how science and technology brings us closer to the ocean.

	Education Sub
			EARTH CurriculumIntegrate MBARI data with lesson plans and workshops.

	Animals of the DeepDiscover deep-sea critters, including exclusive footage and info.

	Know Your OceanDive into topics about ocean health and its fascinating features.

	Deep-Sea GuideExplore deep-sea observations with this interactive guide.

	LibraryLearn about the MLML/MBARI Research Library.

	More ResourcesAccess more educational resources from the teams at MBARI.
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	AboutMBARI is a non-profit oceanographic research center advancing marine science and engineering to understand our changing ocean.
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			Mission & VisionLearn about MBARI’s mission, vision, and values.

	Strategic RoadmapLearn about our strategic priorities for the years ahead.

	Leadership & StaffMeet our staff, leadership, and board of directors.

	CareersFind job openings and postdoc and internship opportunities.

	Connect with UsFollow MBARI on social media and stay updated.

	EventsSee upcoming seminars, lectures, and public events.

	Reports & FinancialsAccess the latest annual reports and financial information.

	HistoryExplore MBARI’s rich history spanning over three decades.

	For MediaGet media-specific information and assets.
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                        	Job OpeningsFind the latest job openings and join the team.

	InternshipsLearn about our summer internship program.

	Staff DirectoryMeet our leadership and staff.

	Animals of the DeepDiscover deep-sea critters of all types.

	Data & RepositoriesSearch MBARI’s library of data.

	TechnologiesLearn about our technologies.



                    

    


    
        
        
    

        
        
            
                
                                                                Focus Areas

                                        
                                                MBARI focuses on diverse areas of marine research—from atoms to ecosystems—to understand our changing ocean. Our scientists and engineers collaborate to build innovative tools that are transforming what we know about ocean processes and ocean health.
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                    Biodiversity                    

                                        Marine biodiversity is a measure of the abundance of individuals and species in the ocean and is essential to monitoring ecosystem health.
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                    Biology                    

                                        MBARI scientists explore and observe life in a dynamic ocean—from the surface to the deep seafloor—to create a more accurate picture of ecosystem health. 
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                    Chemistry                    

                                        MBARI scientists study the fundamental chemical properties of seawater to monitor a changing ocean and forecast the effects of ocean warming and ocean acidification on marine life.
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                    Engineering                    

                                        Technological innovation taking place at MBARI is helping transform the field of oceanography, making it possible to explore the ocean in exciting new ways.
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                    Environmental Omics                    

                                        MBARI researchers are advancing the field of environmental omics—innovative tools to analyze the molecular components of life—to transform biological ocean sciences.
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                    Genetics                    

                                        MBARI scientists are using genetics to identify species, study how life evolved and adapted in the ocean, and monitor the health of aquatic ecosystems.
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                    Humans and the Ocean                    

                                        All life depends on a healthy ocean, but the ocean now faces urgent threats. MBARI is working to understand the effects of human activities on the ocean.
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                    Marine Geology                    

                                        MBARI scientists and engineers use innovative technology to observe and understand the ever-changing ocean floor. 
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                    Ocean Health                    

                                        All life on Earth depends on a healthy ocean. MBARI’s work is critical to understanding urgent threats facing the ocean, like climate change.
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                    Ocean Imaging                    

                                        MBARI scientists and engineers work together to develop, build, and deploy tools that are transforming how we visualize the ocean and its inhabitants.
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                    Robotic Technology                    

                                        MBARI scientists and engineers are making advancements in marine robotics that provide new ways to study a dynamic ocean.
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                    Seafloor                    

                                        MBARI scientists and engineers use innovative technology to observe the ocean floor and better understand the habitat and the life that thrives there.
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                    Sound                    

                                        By listening to the sounds of the ocean and deploying innovative acoustic technologies, MBARI researchers are changing how we observe marine life.
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Stay Connected


Receive the latest MBARI News
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